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1. One “truth” for the Christian swineherds and one for their slaves

2. Paul: Only fools but no Christian foul mouths tell the truths

3. Jesus deliberately accomplished the (almost) perfect (organized) Crime
and faked to be “God” and “Morals” to get it unassailable

4. „Crucifixion“ and „Resurrection“ are no salvation of humankind
but lightening the torch for hell on Earth
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5. Jesus foresees Peter’s perjuries and does not only refuse to do
something against those felonies but even nominates Peter as Successor

1. One “truth” for the Christian swineherds and one for their slaves
The early Christian foul mouths already consented:

„For not all true things are the truth. “ [i]

In particular, those truths are not “true” that does not fit to their plans of deceits!
According to this motto the Christian foul mouths -- these “martyrs” of the “truth” (that their
lies are reputed to be “truths”!) - are used to dealing with their lies and deceits.

This they are used to doing especially if it is about the (fairy) tale of Christ’s’ “sufferings.”
I.e., if it is about Jesus’ success of deception and that one of his accomplices (Christians) .
For the advantage for their own, the Christian infamous frogs n’ rogues in frocks (“priests”)
are used to hoodwinking their brutes, conditioned slaves, programmed robots and automatons
by their perfidy. Depravity, sneakiness and perfidy those are very typical of Christian since
Jesus "Christ" has been spraying all his “love” of venom among human beings. For instance, by
1. Additional commentaries, for example, that one of John concerning the con man’s bragging that
he (Jesus) could rebuild the Jerusalem Temple that was built within 46 years in only three days.
Ah, ah, ah – do not make me laugh! – Or:
2. False and perfidious accusations (psychological projections), for example, that the Jewish clergies

or the Jews allegedly attempted to kill the misshapen and wretched (pertaining to body and
soul) “king” of the swine’s priests, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera, Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" .
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3. We will not only produce evidence that they did not do so but we also will present the

self-confession of Jesus’ mendacious accomplices (“disciples”) that they deliberately accuse
the Jews wrongly.
4. What is more, it would not have been a violation of god’s laws and commandments but

a compliance with them, if the Jews would had executed Yehoshua-ben-Pandera, (Christian
jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) death penalty.
5. However, as said they did not do it, although being legitimated. Jesus "Christ" and

his accomplices violated god’s laws and commandments that much that the Jews had
been authorized to execute Jesus and his accomplices according to their bible.
6. For example, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (fool name: Jesus "Christ" ) heinous and

abominable instigation to hatred on one’s father and mother. Already his and his
accomplices’ violations of Sabbath’s rest are “worth” punishing by death penalty.
7. Whoever presumes to contradict is recommended to read the bible of the Jews, especially

what punishment those offences carry according to the holy scriptures of the Jews! Jesus’
and Christian foul mouths’ accusations on the Jews are nothing but hatred and vindictiveness of
a swine’s “god” and all his swine’s priests and their conditioned slaves.
8. If it still should be something else than this, then it is about psychological projections (i.e.,

laying the blame and in particular the dirt of one’s own before the enemies door).

Especially, if it is about execution and death penalty of their chieftain they lifted up to
their swine’s “god” (Jesus "Christ" ), this Christian sect is used to lying and deceiving in the
most despicable and perfidious way. Especially then, one has to take into account that
Christian “notion” of “truth“ always serves the purpose to pass lies off as “truths”:

"For not all true things are to be said to all men."[ii]

There is a “truth” for the slaveholders and one for the slaves. I see - the Christian
sheep, slaves, brainwashed robots, zombies and soulless automatons are not allowed to know
what their deceiving slaveholders know. So, in this heinous sect of murders that already
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produced 300 millions of corpses of murders there are “truths” for the swine’s priests and one
for the slaves of those bastards n’ dastards or crooks n’ fools full of spoofs …!

The slaves are not allowed to know everything. What way deception ever could work if
the tricked ones know the way they are bamboozled? Without surprise, there is no deception
and knowing it before trapped there is no surprise.

That the sect of felons, pardon, and „martyrs“ that even fakes to snuff out for the
truths…! Those are the truths about this swine of priests’ sect. Why are „not all true things are to
be said to all men”? Why are all true things not “true” to Christian foul mouths?

·

First of all: Because the faith of a sect of infamy allegedly shifting mountains (see Mt 17:20)

- and thus the truths anyway…
·

Secondly, because certain lies serving the reign of these religious frogs n’ rogues in frocks

as slaveholders on those -- ah, that “beloved" -- next ones have to be regarded as “truths” by
the slaves.
·
Thirdly, at all it is not fitting for the slaves to know everything. In the end, they still rise
up against the slaveholders. If the slaves get to know the tricks how they become trapped
and enslaved, then they will be no slaves, any longer. Under these circumstances, how
can somebody demand that the slaves know everything? Where would we be if? Never
forget: Quod licet Iovi not licet bovi – That what is permitted to Jupiter is not allowed to the cattle.

Here, indirectly and inadvertently Christian sect is admitted as a perfidious liars’
and infamous deceivers’ sect.

Indeed, the „notion“ of „truth“ of a liars’ and deceivers’ sect is very complicated because
the lies must get to be reputed as “truths”. Thus, it comes into being that there are
„untrue truths“ (that is that what is true but the liars and deceivers do not like) and „true truths“
– that are the lies that are to be reputed as the “truths” fitting in to the slaveholders’ deceit
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and slavery:

”One must not value what human opinion considers truth more than the true truth…”

[iii]

Well, if Jesus is caught naked in the act with naked Lazarus, then this is a "human
opinion,“ i.e., an “untrue truth”…! However, if one says that this naked Jesus, whom I am
seeing now, is dressed, then this “true truth”, i.e., the lie named to be the “truth”. Well, then this
lie becomes a "true truth" to the Christian foul mouths, because it fits in to their deceit.

2. Paul: Only fools but no Christian foul mouths tell the truths

That is what Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing
a physician" (Lu 5:31) understand as “truth”. Even death penalty convict Jesus "Christ"
admits indirectly and inadvertently that his perfidious schmucks are unable to bear the truths
and therefore are to be spared by it:

Joh 16:12 RSV
"I (Jesus) have yet many things to say to you (Christians) , but you cannot bear them now.

Thus, Jesus indirectly and inadvertently admits lying and deceiving, at least by omitting.
The “god” of their own certifies those brutes, pardon, „martyrs“, who are used to pretending
even to snuff out for their lies, pardon, “truths”, being unable to bear the truths, at all... and
this allegedly is why their “god” does not tell the truths to them or is arguing why he lies
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toward them… My word, what “martyrs” of the “truths”…! Why are the martyrs of the “truths”?
On the other hand, those liars and deceiver fake keeping the “truths” precisely because
they are lying, deceiving, duping and fooling:

Re 22:18-19 NRSV
18 I (John) warn everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to them,
God will add to that person the plagues described in this book;
19 if anyone takes away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God will take away
that person’s share in the tree of life and in the holy city, which are described in this book.

My goodness, this is faked in a sect where the boss says: I cannot tell you many
truths because you cannot bear them …!
Therefore, their “god” does not tell the truths to them or in other words: Deceiver
Jesus justifies why he tells lies to his fellow Christian foul mouths, in that way. My word,
what „martyrs“! What martyrs of the truths?

The more deceivers of Christian foul mouths’ caliber lie and deceive, the more they fake
[i]
for being committed to the truths so “that the truth shall never be allowed its rights on any point”.
Because truths inflict martyrdom on those liars, deceivers and slaveholders one cannot
think more severe! Here, one can get an idea how the truths are submerged in this schmucks
of priests’ sect...!

Of course, Christian upper “theologian” Saul Paul completes his “computer program”
of Christian conditioning that he tells the truths. What Christian or deceiver would ever
claim something else?:

Ro 9:1 ASV
1 I (Paul) say the truth in Christ, I (Paul) lie not, my conscience bearing witness with me in the Holy
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Spirit,

Oh Paul, you are a “good” boy complying with your chores – like my pet at home. Hardly
a Christian could be better conditioned! However, obviously the conscience of a
Christian frequently witnesses something quite else, namely, that the lies have to be regarded
as “truths” and truths as “lies.” In the same letter to the Romans not only the Christian
liar’s conscience but the true conscience emerges:

Ro 3:7-8 RSV
7 But if through my falsehood God's truthfulness abounds to his glory, why am I still being
condemned as a sinner?
8 And why not do evil that good may come? --as some people slanderously charge us with saying.
Their condemnation is just.

I see – Paul’s lies are “glorifying” the “truths”… My word! Here, Paul does not only
admit lying but relates also the usual views of the Christian foul mouths that by
perpetrating crimes and atrocities one allegedly can achieve what the Christian foul mouths
deem to be good.

I.e., thus indirectly Paul betrays that Christian sect from the very outset accomplished
the maxim of each organized crime: The end justifies the means. This indeed is the only
Christian credo the Christian bastards n’ dastards really believe in and do not feign to believe.

Hence, Christian sect is an organized crime or Mafia from the very outset beginning
with Jesus "Christ" .

However from Christian crimes, felonies and atrocities only hatred, revenge,
murder, destruction, barbarities and abominations come into being -- and that is
impressively demonstrated by Christian history!
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However, that is not the end of Paul’s confessions. Obviously, sometimes Paul hardly
can endure the burden of lies and deceits. In his second epistle to the Corinthians, Paul writes:
2Co 12:6 ASV
6 For if I should desire to glory, I shall not be foolish; for I shall speak the truth…
Did not we know it already since ever?: The one that tells the truths in this sect is just
a fool… I see, this happens in a sect pretending that almost each day several hundreds schmucks
of Christian foul mouths are used to snuffing it for the “truths”…! My word, these “truths” of
the Christian foul mouths…!

If one watches to the Christian foul mouths’ conjuring tricks of lies and deception,
then one often could infer that the Christian foul mouths several times the day shit
themselves because of all their “truths”…

Those religious rogues n’ frogs in frocks and without frocks however, only die for
the purpose that their lies and deceits – that are adjusted to the selfishness of their own
(being slaveholder of their conspecifics) – are regarded as “truths” and “god’s will” so that
their enslaving of their “beloved” next ones gets unassailable as a “boon” of “gift” of “god”.

3. Jesus deliberately accomplished the (almost) perfect (organized) Crime
and faked to be “ God” and “Morals” to get it unassailable
The Christian foul mouths therefore think if they lie and deceive, for instance, that
their Jesus in person suffered on the cross for "the sins of the world” and if they more over lie
and deceive their “beloved” next ones that he (Jesus) allegedly had risen from the death and
gone to heaven, then they do it according to their opinion that those heinous lies and
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abominable deceptions have good "effects" and thus are justified.

If, for instance, Jesus commits a felony of high treason (usurping the supreme
political office, e.g., “king of the Jews”) in order to gull the world into believing that he
allegedly performed a vicarious atonement by that, then those abstruse products of their
heinous mind are based on that fooling that lies, deceptions, crimes and bestiality of Christian
foul mouths have „good“ effects.

I.e., the end justifies the means: crimes, felonies, murders, stakes, outrages, barbarities
and atrocities. Those are the convolutions of the brain of objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy,
i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31)! Evidently, those outrages only produce
Christian brutes and barbarians and their corresponding hypocrisy!

Those who commit crimes and felons are slaves of crimes and felonies. Those are
the Christian foul mouths! Those are the objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the
sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) of the religious business!

By the way, the Christian Middle Ages impressively demonstrate those „good“
creations by evilness...

Today, the Christian propaganda claims that "good" Christian “tenets” create
evil because of “the weakness of the flesh” (of individuals). Quite the reverse is true:
Christian sect wanted to sootheir guilty conscience of lying, deceiving and
perpetrating bestiality, among others, e.g., even murders (see: Ac 5:1-10, Jas 4:2) by fooling
itself that good things can be created by those the evil.

That is what Paul inadvertently debunks, here. Paul accounts the atmosphere the
early Christian foul mouths’ deceits were managed. Jesus and the early Christian foul
mouths thought that they could sootheir guilty conscience by deluding themselves into
believing that the effects of evil causes are in an inverse ratio (e.g., to lies, deceit, crimes etc.).
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• How else those objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing
a physician" (Lu 5:31) that so gladly want to be “salt of the Earth” or “light of the world” but
in reality are the scum of all creatures that even can bear themselves?
•

How else they ever could justify those outrages toward their accomplices?

Those are ordinary “morals” of objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the
sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31).
The regulars of the Jesus-gang at least came to about hundred infamous schmucks as
Luke reveals (in 10: 1), if one adds the twelve known perfidious bastards n’ dastards
(“disciples”) and the at least three women that are reported in “The Gospel of Philip”.
If one takes into account Paul’s report of 1Co 15:6, then the permanent staff of the
Jesus gang at least amounted to 500 rogues, whereas otherwise the chronicles (Christians'
cant: "gospels") eagerly give the impression that a small flock of thirteen people (Jesus and
twelve other ones) were on their travels.

Well, if one of these hundred or hundreds cunning customers was ordered to be
incognito on the way the boss intended to pass and to fake a blind or deaf one screaming: Jesus,
son of David, my Lord, have mercy upon me and heal me – and, hey presto, the “miracle”
was worked, then of course Jesus finally had to justify such deceit to the other
perfidious Christian dastards. Then he precisely said what Paul here relates: Let us do evil
that good may come ...
Concerning the alleged “miracles” of Jesus "Christ" , we already wrote a
paragraph providing evidence that neither Jesus nor one of his accomplices (“disciple”) could
work any wonder. [iv]

Otherwise, it is only to add that a deceiver that presumes to fake his “resurrection” of
the dead even is able to fake any other “wonder”… that is all what is to say to Yehoshuaben-Pandera’s (Christian jargon: Jesus Christ's") “miracles”…
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When this self-deception of course failed like any other self-deceptions does and
those perfidious tenets created the worse among human beings, i.e., crimes, felonies, pyres,
stakes, other barbarities and abominations, the eerie Christian schmucks n’ thugs or crooks n’
fools feigned that here it was about a misappropriation of “normally” very “good” tenets
and spirit...

However, each decent and honest individual knows -- and Jesus and
his perfidious schmucks (Christians) evenly know that evil creates only more brutes
and barbarians. In addition, we can produce evidence that they really knew it and just
wanted nothing but excuse for the insidiousness, perfidy, infamy and depravity of their own.
They only want to deceive themselves and others:

Mt 7.17 - 18 RSV
17 So, every sound tree bears good fruit, but the bad tree bears evil fruit.
18 A sound tree cannot bear evil fruit, nor can a bad tree bear good fruit.
Lu 6:43: 45 RSV
43 For no good tree bears bad fruit, nor again does a bad tree bear good fruit;
44 for each tree is known by its own fruit. For figs are not gathered from thorns, nor are grapes
picked from a bramble bush.
45 The good man out of the good treasure of his heart produces good, and the evil man out of his
evil treasure produces evil; for out of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaks.

Thus, it is produced evidence that the Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (fool name: Jesus
"Christ" ) and his early fellow swine (Christians) knew that they are deceivers. The changed
these “words of god” into their own that each Christian is not to recognize by its fruits but by
the excuses for his fruits … Not Paul but Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus
"Christ" ) is bragging:

“And if thou wouldst know concerning me, what I was, know that with a word did I (Jesus) deceive
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all things and I was no whit deceived.” [v]

Hereby, Jesus admits that he as a deceiver only creates crimes, felonies,
manslaughter, moral, ruin, corruption, psycho-terrorism, terrorism, barbarities,
abominations, doom, in one word: Christendo (o)m.

Felons create bestiality “out of the treasure of their heart”, liars and deceivers
all imaginable outrages and abominations. They do not lie and deceive because lying
and swindling makes them happy but because of the advantages, they want to attain by lying
and deceiving.

More or less inadvertently Jesus also admits that he only is producing crimes,
murder, death, ruin, doom, genocide and abominations because
a)

each evil one accomplishes is only due to wickedness of one’s heart, i.e., the liar and

swindlers produces lies, deceits, death, torments, tortures, terrorism, disasters, barbarities etc. and
b)

he wanted to crucify the world as “The Gospel of Philip” accounts – and in order

to make this crucifixion of the world all the more unassailable, he and his infamous schmucks
pass it off as “salvation for humankind”, “saving from eternal punishment” and
other “redemptions of evil” that only exist due to fiendish, mendacious, malicious,
perfidious, insidious and infamous mind of the “redeemers”. It is like any other Mafia, e.g.,
like those ones in Chicago or Moscow “protecting” the restaurant owners from all sorts of evil
that the “protecting ones” would inflict on the “protected ones” if they would not pay
“protection money”. Nice “redemption”! According to the saying of his own , Jesus
"Christ" proper even can be realize as humankind’s most felon by the atrocities, barbarities
and abominations of his insidious, perfidious and infamous schmucks (Christian):

Lu 17:37 RSV
37 And they said to him, "Where, Lord?" He said to them, "Where the body is, there the eagles will
be gathered together."
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I.e., where there is Jesus, there is gathering the moral scum of the earth, the
perfidious, insidious, infamous ones and the most depraved ones disguising themselves
by feigning and faking the reverse to get unassailable as the Planet’s most brutes. Why are
the Christian foul mouths no mugs that are led astray by Jesus "Christ" , i.e., victims of a
deceiving rogue (Jesus)?

Because Jesus is right: Where there is carcass, there are the vultures gathering
and where there is insidiousness, perfidy, infamy and depravity, there are Christian foul
mouths. Birds of a feather flock together. Jesus deliberately gathered the felons (“foul mouths”),
the last (“sick one needing a physician” Lu 5:31) and hence he knew that felons ever
perpetrate bestiality (“out of the “treasure” of infamy of their heart”). Thus, he
deliberately founded the most abominable organized crime on Earth that should
become unassailable by faking adjusted “morals.”

The Christian foul mouths just lifted up gangster among themselves to the “god”
having that disgusting, heinous, abominable, yes, and infamous grimace of their own as
“god.” However, thus, if at all, Satan has become worshiped as “god” in Christian
infamous organized crime!

Oh, yes, he is right: Where there is carcass, i.e., Jesus, there are the vultures, i.
e., Christian foul mouths. With an honest individual (in place of Jesus), the Christian foul
mouths would have done that what they mendaciously, perfidiously and infamously -- but by
very typical of Christian projections -- implied the Jews having allegedly done to their
chieftain (Jesus): Bumping him off to kingdom come, presumably by burning him alive at stake!

Jesus is worshiped as their “god” because he meets all the demands of perfidy
and infamy of felons that want to pass their wickedness, maliciousness, depravity and foul
play etc. off as “charity”, “love”, “humbleness” and “modesty” etc., their felons as “martyrs”
and their offences, terrorism, psycho-terrorism, atrocities etc. as “sufferings of the Saints of
the Latter Days”…

Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (nickname in his sect: Jesus "Christ" ) meets all those demands
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in particular by a adjusted “morale” of his own geared to those dark (Christian)
abominations… Perpetrating insidiousness, foul play, crimes and outrages but being reputed
as “reverends,” yes, even as “holy father” or “saints” etc. That is what the Christian foul
mouths want and that is what Jesus complies with that depravity and trickeries. Therefore,
this depraved, ugly and misshapen monstrosity is worshiped as “god” by Christian felons,
by Christian fiends, i.e., by the scum of all creatures!

Primarily, the Christian swindlers tried justifying their lies, deceit, felonies and
murders by fooling themselves into believing, minus will turn into plus.

However when came to light -- what the Christian desperadoes (Christians'
cant: "innocent" sinners) already knew from the very outset -- that minus stays minus or creates
the most abominable, the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) fooled
their next ones that in the beginning of this (Christian) sect there was plus that turned to
minus because of the “weakness of the flesh” ,i.e., common human insufficiency.

Therefore, the Christian liars and swindlers added another lie to their deception and
once started a deception they always have to churn out lies over lies …

Here, one can get an idea how the truths are buried in such a sect of perfidy
and insidiousness just in order to give lies and deceits the reputation of “truths” ...!
Hypocrisy, mendacity and lies are constituents of the system of these religious rogues n’ frogs
in frocks or bastards n’ dastards (with knife under the frock) as Paul more ore less frankly admits.

Provided, that he really was executed on the cross in person and not a proxy
(stuntman) in place of him, then it is to say: Each individual victim of these Christian sadists
and murderers infinitely suffered more in the Christian torture chamber or at the stake of this
sect of infamy.
Millions of victims are crying at the stake,
Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) is Satan’s fake!
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More over, here we have to take into account that Jesus’ punishment was according
to then legal situation just but the tortures the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant:
"innocent" sinners) inflicted on their victims are nothing but crimes on humanity and
humankind of those (Christian) rats in the sewers or of this scum of the earth!

If the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) tale would be right what
is not the case: Nothing occurred to that felon (Jesus), he did not want to happen to him. Here,
one can get an idea how much indeed the truths are buried in such Mafia faking to be a religion
in order to enslave the world to it. This Christian Mafia is only interested in “truths”,
“love”, “charity”, “spiritual welfare,” “god”, “heaven”, “hell” etc. in order to give their lies
the reputation of the “truths”, their hatred and vindictiveness the reputation of “love”,
“charity” and “god’ will” or the reputation of “modesty” and “humbleness” to their endeavor
of enslaving their fellow human beings. In addition, for that reputation of their lies as “truths”-not for god, truths, love etc. - the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners)
are used to killing others or to snuffing out themselves.
Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) and the Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) behave like any usual blackguard. For instance,
if criminals want to plunder your banking account by email they apply to you as “official ones”
of your bank that are going to protect you banking account … Yehoshua-ben-Pandera
(Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) and his accomplices (Christians) apply to you as
“god”, respectively as charged ones by “god” protecting you from those evils they are going
to inflict on you …

4. „Crucifixion“ and „Resurrection“ are no salvation of humankind
but lightening the torch for the hell on Earth

Above everything, we never should fail to see that this infamous, perfidious and heinous
fake by a stuntman on the cross never turned out to be a „redemption of humankind“(from
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what, at all?), on the contrary, by veiling that cover the torch was lighted for:

•

The abyss of depravity that is past comprehension,

•

spite that cannot be outdone,

•

fiendishness,

•

outrages,

• thorough Poisoning of interpersonal relationship among human beings (e.g., hatred on
one’s father and mother),
•

the abyss of bestiality of insidious murders,

•

barbarities,

•

stakes,

•

wars,

•

psycho-terror,

•

terror,

•

holocaust,

•

other kinds of mass-murders or

•

genocide.

Of course, the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) allege
something else but what here is numbered, is the repressed reality by those perfidious,
insidious and infamous Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners). What
the latter praise about their organized crime are only allegations and if still something more then
it is still a matter of belief, quite according to their definition of it: faith means not knowing
(in particular: refusing to know what is true as German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, 1844
– 1900, said).

Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) and his faked “crucifixion”
and “resurrection” never started any good in the world but lighted a torch for hell on Earth.
This hell especially was accomplished in the Christian Middle Ages and will be attained
again, corresponding political power of this infamous organized crime. If “crucifixion”
and “resurrection” of Jesus "Christ" lighted somewhat metaphysical “torch,” then it had been
the start of Satan’s and/or his son ruling Planet Earth. Fancy how Satan would rule the Earth
and you will detect that he is already ruling by it by Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (fool name:
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Jesus "Christ" ) and his accomplices (the Christian sinners)!

According to the principles insidious and perfidious Christian desperadoes (Christians'
cant: "innocent" sinners) try apologizing themselves for their (denied) hatred, vindictiveness
and their now – after almost two millennia! – admitted outrages, barbarities and other sorts
of abomination, no criminal, no murdered on Earth ever could be sentenced. Christian
spite, perfidy, infamy, depravity, insidiousness, outrages, crimes, stakes, atrocities, barbarities
and other sorts of abomination are beyond any possibility of apology because it exactly is that
what is camouflage behind “pretty” terms of “god”, “doomsday”, “heaven”, “hell”,
“Satan”, “truths”, “love”, “charity”, “spiritual welfare” etc. That is all what is to answer to
the objections of those “stealthy worms” (Nietzsche) or “pale subterranean leeches” (Nietzsche),
i.e., to the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) pertaining to this issue …!

That "vicarious atonement“ -- extolled by Yehoshua and his perfidious
schmucks (Christians) -- is nothing but a mockery of the hundreds of millions of victims
of Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners')’ spite, perfidy, felonies,
atrocities and barbarities that are past comprehension! – More over Jesus’ stuntman on the
cross makes all those victims a laughing stock.

By such “remission of sin” nothing good is achieved but the Christian brutes are trained
to bite and to kill, because those rogues n’ frogs in frocks or those bastards n’ dastards do not
need to ask their victims for pardon but settle everything with their supreme fellow, Jesus
"Christ" – who has nothing to do with it, unless his stirs up that hatred of each on each
(father against mother, both against their children etc.). Yehoshua-ben-Pandera’s (Christian
jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) or the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent"
sinners')’ “remission of sins” is just a relief from a due guilty and sore conscience protecting
his fellow Christian schmucks’ n’ thugs or crooks n’ goofs (full of spoofs) from a
nervous breakdown when continuing their spite, infamy and iniquities, transgressions, crimes
and outrages. This “remission of sin” is the Christian toilet where Christian rouges n’ frogs
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in frocks or without frocks crap what urges them and get ready for the next
perpetration, respectively, abomination … That is why we also call Christian “church”
Christian toilet …! Christian churchgoers are toilet goers crapping their insidiousness,
perfidy, infamy, depravity, iniquities, transgressions, outrages etc.

The 300 millions corpses of murder that sect of “charity” and “loving their enemies”
already until now perpetrated say more than words can tell and much more than those
insidious liars and perfidious deceivers can cant …! Only very typical Christian brainwashing
can gull moronic and clumsy oafs into ignoring the truths this abomination turns out.

• Did not Jesus say that he and his Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners)
are to be known by their fruits?

Mt 7:16 RSV
16 You will know them by their fruits.

Why do you always quibble and contradict instead of obeying your Christian “god”?
Why are you that conceited and arrogant as to contradict your “god”? Because your
brainwashers tell you to do so? His fellow Christian schmucks n’ mugs correct the
“omniscient god” of their own by purporting that everybody has to be known by his fruits
but Christian creeps n’ crooks full of spoofs by their “apologies” (for their fruits) they are used
to unloading (on the market).

So, let us realize Satan’s or Christ’s henchmen by their hypocrisy, mendacity, meanness,
perfidy, outrages, atrocities, barbarities, holocausts, genocide they perpetrated and carried
other bipeds away.

Moreover, let us recognize the felon of all felons or the swine’s “god” by his Christian the
sick (needing a physician – see: Lu 5:31), perpetrators, schmucks, swine, felons, scum of the
Earth! Those are the fruits by which Jesus "Christ" proper can be known and his fellow
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) anyway. In addition, there is no
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belief that can shift or rid these truths.
• Was not Jesus right when blathering:

Lu 16:15 RSV
"... what is exalted among men is an abomination in the sight of God." ?

Do not always call Jesus a liar and deceiver... Is not he (Jesus) exalted among
human beings on our Planet? Is not the pope highly reputed on Earth and all the Christian
sham-saints and Christian sham-martyrs?
Thus, he indirectly and inadvertently says that he (Jesus), who is adored as “god”
among human being and his evenly highly reputed pope terrorists, cardinal desperadoes, all
the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners')’ sham-saints, and shammartyrs are an abomination to god.

Hence, do not say that Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) always lied.
He said
a) that you shall know your sect by their bestiality, barbarities and atrocities but you
spiteful Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) do not obey him and
b)
he says to you that what is highly reputed among human beings is an abomination to the god.

Whoever could contradict him? Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant:
"innocent" sinners), why do you always contradict your “god.” Your “god” says that he (Jesus)
and you (Christians) can be known by the fruits (deeds). However, you (Christians) always
claim that you and your “god” only cannot be known by the “fruits” (deeds) but by
your quibbling, prevarications and excuses for your “fruits” you are used to unloading on
the market.
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Yes, you perfidious Christian mugs n’ thugs, in particular, your pope desperado, is
reputed that way in the world and thus an abomination to god. And again, you presume
to contradict god … Being a Christian means fooling oneself as last one to be the “first” one
and thus to be better than even god, evidently knowing everything better than even god does …
Is not it “exalting” becoming a Christian Mafioso?

Thus, you Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners), debunk
yourself and your “god” as a cardboard figure that serves you as bugaboo to frighten others.
Oh yes, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (perfidy name: Jesus "Christ" ) even did not reproach to
the Pharisees being that arrogant as to contradict the god what you Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) are used to doing. Why don’t you
Christian obey your “god”…?

What a miserable cardboard figure of „god“ that is that much mistaken that he
needs always being contradicted by you, the most depraved and heinous sort of creeps n’
crooks, bluffers n’ duffers, skunks n’ monks, priests n’ beasts that ever existed in the world ...

Well, do not always say that Jesus did nothing but lying, deceiving and sorcery – in
many respects his infamous schmucks (Christians) have adjust this cardboard figure of
Christian “god” in order to keep him as bugaboo for enslaving their conspecifics.

"Truth“ that is the only ruthless and brutal selfishness of the Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners). There is only their advantage – and according
to it every term, like for instance, „truths“, „love“, „charity“ , „god“, “morals” , “next” and
even accounts of facts become “adjusted”, i.e., in line with Christian insidiousness, perfidy,
infamy and abomination.

E.g., because "all truths are not true” that is why there is much concealed, distorted
and lied pertaining to the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners')’
"reports” about "crucifixion" of Jesus’ stuntman and his fake of "resurrection".
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You never know how spiteful, perfidious and insidious Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) are used to “scarifying” themselves to snuff it
for the “truths” … They even commit the felony of perjury just in order to get their lies and
deceits to be reputed as “truths”. Indeed, this Christian commitment for the “truths” is
unique! That is the way how felons (of perjury) are used to faking genuine “martyrs”:

“Therefore, one must never yield to them, just as I said before. Also, one must not concede to them
that the secret gospel is from Mark, when they put forth their lies. Rather one must deny it, even
with an oath.”[vi]

That is the way how early Christian Clement of Alexandria (150 – 215) advises his
fellow Christian felons and schmucks to deny authenticity of writing debunking Christian
“god” Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (sorcerer name: Jesus "Christ" ) as homosexual rowdy …!
Perjury firstly is a matter of course to early Christian and secondly not the most
abominable perpetration of theirs! Why is perjury a matter of course to Christian felons of
deceits? The answer: Because the truths are very alien, non-authentic and out of place in
this abominable organized crime of liars, deceivers and barbarians! The closets of this Christian
sect are overflowing with skeletons of its murders. However, could it be else regarding a sect that
is instigated by a genuine felon and genuine death penalty convict …?
Oh yes, on should be fair to Christian sect. For each crime, outrage, murder, atrocity
and barbarity these (Christian) deceivers have very, very sneaky quibbling, prevarications
and excuses... We (Christians) do not have any morals but “excellent” prevarications and
apologies and last not least “morals” particularly designed for our (Christian) spite,
insidiousness, crimes and all barbarities we ever should commit. Everything we learned from
Jesus "Christ" , Satan’s gay catamite. Do we agree?

There is no spite.
Like Jesus "Christ" ,
Satan’s very catamite!
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Because the Christian sinners mix up god and hog,
They deem Jesus to be a god, this poor old sod!

Without crimes, felonies, outrages, atrocities, genocide, barbarities etc. this sect
of insidiousness, perfidy and infamy with its felon “god” never would have disseminated
that much… That is what Satan, pardon, the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant:
"innocent" sinners') term “love”, or “holy spirit” mean … Christian sect is not only a bad
religion but also an organized crime (Mafia) faking to be a religion just in order to
become unassailable (as crime) ...!

Honest individuals are used to dying for the truths, if at all. Christian
objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) are used
to dying for perjuries! The truth (that Mark is the author of that secret gospel) is already vilified
as lie by this spiteful little Christian devil! That is the very, very typical notion of „truth“ of a
sect that infamously stops at nothing, so far it could be committed insidiously! That is no error,
no mistake but Christian perfidy and depravity.

5. Jesus foresees Peter’s perjuries and does not only refuse to do
something against those Felonies but even nominates Peter as Successor

Already Peter introduced perjury as a successful method of Christian perpetrations.
His boss – Jesus (Satan’s) Christ - even foresaw his perjuries, approved them by taking no
actions against them. Oh yes, he even entrusted Satan’s, pardon, his (Jesus’) sect to a brute
(“graze my lambs…”) he now and then even called Satan:

Mt 26, 72 -75 RSV
72 And again he (Peter) denied it with an oath, "I (Peter) do not know the man (Jesus)."
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73 After a little while the bystanders came up and said to Peter, "Certainly you are also one of them, for
your accent betrays you."
74 Then he began to invoke a curse on himself and to swear, "I do not know the man."
75

And Peter remembered the saying of Jesus, "Before the cock crows, you will deny me

three times."…

I see, felonies of perjury were perpetrated as a matter of course among early
Christian religious rogues already in the presence of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian
jargon: Jesus "Christ" ), who feigned to suffer for the truths on the cross and not for perfidy,
infamy, insidiousness and the bestiality of his …! Who wonders Cement’s (of
Alexandria) advising to deny the gay adventures of the Christian desperadoes' (Christians'
cant: "innocent" sinners')’ “god” Jesus "Christ" even by perjury, because otherwise the truth and
the unveiling of deceit is inescapable? Why did not Jesus prevent those perjuries of his closet
fellow swine Peter?

Do not be that fussy, why should not a (religious) gangster boss nominate a perjurer as
his successor? Why shall the successor better than he? Why should Yehoshua-benPandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) forbid Simon Peter something to perpetrate he takes
the liberty of committing himself?

Therefore, at this point we immediately can achieve another step pertaining to
the Jesus’ and the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners')’ “love”
of the “truths.” Sometimes, the Christian swindlers even try prevaricating over the one and
its reverse by same “excuse”.

If one blames the objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing
a physician" (Lu 5:31) for their bestiality, barbarities and abominations, then they are
used prevaricating that they are misappropriated the alleged good tenets of their hoodlum
god Jesus (Satan’s) Christ, who allegedly never would had perpetrated such bestiality and
never would had approved them.
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Broadly, the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) fake that
Jesus is completely innocent of all the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent"
sinners')’ crimes of hatred and revenge, genocide, barbarities of inquisition, atrocities
and abominations, e.g., of the terror of Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent"
sinners) against Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) in Northern
Ireland etc., because this “omniscient god” (ah, ah, ah …!) does not know about them and thus
is unable to intervene.

In that case the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) are used
to faking that the instigator of their organized crime, felon and death penalty convict
(Jesus "Christ" ) allegedly would have detested all the crimes of his sect and never would
had consented with committing them. So far, he (Jesus) would have been able to do so, he
certainly would have prevented all the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant:
"innocent" sinners')’ barbarities.

He (the “omniscient one”) allegedly did not know what crimes, barbarities
and abomination his Christian swineherds would be carried away. Ah, ah, ah – do not make
me laugh!

Conspicuously, on the other hand the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant:
"innocent" sinners) try apologizing Peter’s felonies of perjury (Peter foreswear three
times consecutively) by claiming that Jesus allegedly was able to foresee Peter’s crimes.

However, by foreseeing the crimes of perjury of the rock, on which his sect is built,
he thus was able to prevent them, if he was willing to object to the crimes of his
felonious followers. Nevertheless, he demonstrably did not do so and thus he worsens the
crimes, barbarities and abominations of his sect by approving them.

So let us state: On the one hand, the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant:
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"innocent" sinners) try to clearing Jesus of his sect’s crimes by prevaricating that he can or could
not foresee and thus not prevent them. “Innocent” Jesus never would have approved them. On
the other hand, a Christian criminal (Peter) is excused by his Christian infamous schmucks for
his crimes of perjury by alleging that Jesus did the reverse of that what supposedly
produces evidence of his innocence: having foreseen Peter’s crimes (and not lifting a hand
to obstruct those depraved and criminal perpetrations).

That means Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (fool name: Jesus "Christ" ) could take actions
against his fellow’s crimes but knowingly and deliberately did not prevent them –
although allegedly “all authority on Earth and in heaven” (Mt 28:18) is given to Jesus
Satan’s, pardon, Christian sinners’ Christ… In addition, omitting to prevent Peter’s perjuries
means approved them! Swindlers always turn the matter in that way, as they need it...

Let’s sum up: In mentioned case Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (sorcerer name:
Jesus "Christ" ) knows the felonies of perjury of his closest fellow swine Peter in advance and
not in the least he is willing even to move a finger in order to stop his fellow swine’s
(Peter’s) felonies.

Why should he do so? Is not he a more liar, deceiver and felon than Peter, is not
he? Nevertheless, the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) are used
to feigning that Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (fake name: Jesus "Christ" ) is innocent of all
his perfidious schmucks’ crimes, even if he exactly knows what they are going to perpetrate…
If Christendo(o)m is no organized crime, then there is no crime, at all.

Yehoshua-ben-Pandera is the same or more but never less liar, perjurer and has the
same or more depraved nature, traits and mind but never less!

Hence, the perjuries of Peter produce evidence that Jesus (Satan’s) Christ never
would have objected to the barbarities, atrocities and abominations of Christian sect. As he
did not impede Peter perpetrating his felonies (of perjury), he never would have prevented
his fellow swine (Christians) from committing their felonies.
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That is the lesson we have to learn from the religious gangster boss. A felon to whom
“all authority on Earth and heaven is passed” (Mt 28:18) can prevent any crime he wants
to prevent, even those of Christian brutes of today … Otherwise, one does not know the
meaning of “all authority in heaven and on Earth …”

However, there are pure reasons of the brain why Jesus foresaw the crimes of
his barbarians’ sect and there is also pure will (of hatred and the revenge), why he did not
only approved but also was yearning for his fellows’ bestiality.

That is what we are going to prove now.

Did not he say that he was not competent for the (morally) the healthy but for
the (morally) „sick“ ones, for the felons, did not he? Hand on heart: Did not he say so or is that
a malicious insinuation of the anti-Christ? Again, do cross my heart: Did not he tell that a
good individual creates good things out of his good heart and evil one evil, foul,
vicious, abominable things out of his evil and perfidious heart, did not he?

Therefore, the deceiver and felons produce perjuries out of their deceitful and
criminal heart! Therefore, he evidently knew and approved what his (morally) ill ones, i.e.,
his fellow infamous schmucks ever will produce. If one follows him – as each Christian is
obliged to do -- that any deed of an individual was a revelation of his mind and/or traits,
however one can expect this abominable deceiver and felon (Jesus "Christ" ) to produce
anything else but a sect of objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing
a physician" (Lu 5:31)?

According to the logic of Satan, his son or Christian sect’s “god” (that is the same!) –
each Christian is obliged to do -- necessarily Christian sect is, respectively, becomes a
sect of insidiousness, perfidy and infamy.
I see, did not Jesus entrust his (Christian) sect to an individual he sometime
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compared with Satan, did not he do that? What did he do in order to prevent that such a fiend
and monster will lead his sect one day? Oh, yes, what did he do to impede that?

Mt 16:23 RSV
23 But he (Jesus) turned and said to Peter, "Get behind me, Satan! You are a hindrance to me…

Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) deliberately puts up with
felons – and this only somebody is used to doing who proper is a felon. Although he realizes
that Peter is a monster comparable to Satan, he entrusts his sect of the (morally) the sick, i.e., of
the felons to him. This shall work out all right?:

Joh 21:15 RSV
15¶…He (Jesus) said to him (Peter), "Feed my lambs."

Well, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) is very keen to get
this perjurer, murder (see: AC 5:1-11) and terrorist (zealot) once running his sect.

Joh 21:16 –17 RSV
16 A second time … He said to him, "Tend my sheep."
17 He said to him the third time, …"Feed my sheep.

Why should not he entrust his sect of perfidy and infamy to such a Satan? Is not he
more comparable to Satan than Peter?!!
Well, Jesus has foreseen crimes of Peter. He knew them in advance and approved them by
taking no action against them, though he pretended to be able to do so:

Mt 28:18 RSV
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18 … "All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me.

Ah, ah, ah – would Satan ever boast else about his self-kidding, then this impostor,
this swanky big mouth, con man and death penalty convict is doing? This sneaky , furtive
and depraved con man fooling himself of keeping “all authority in heaven and on Earth” had
to rob other folks’ grain fields, even on Sabbath (see: Mt 12:1) to escape from miserable
starving. This sentenced death penalty convict could not prevent his defeat on Palm Sunday
and his following execution only by gulling a “sheep” into getting murdered in place of
this conceited “shepherd”, i.e., only by lying and deceiving.
Despite of all authority in heaven and on earth this swanky, sleazy con man and wimp
could not made the Jews worshiping his deformity as the “god”… He (Jesus) and his
swine (Christians) stay dastards and wimps because they only succeed in deceiving by nasty
and disgusting lies and deceits! This means: By detestable perfidy and infamy, they have to
detest themselves because those the wretched hate themselves (see: Lu 14:26).

Lo, man’s con man, big mouth and big rogue n’ frog still without frock …! Lo,
Satan’s Anointed one (Greek: Christos) worshiped as “god” in Christian Mafia!

More over it is not necessary to have “all authority in heaven and on earth” in order to
sack a fiend like Satan. Some tracks of decency are completely sufficient for doing so. However,
he is even lacking that. Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Satan name: Jesus "Christ" ) knows very well
that a Satan creates satanic things and that is what he is going to do.

Mt 16:19 RSV
19 I (Jesus) will give you (Peter) the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth shall
be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven."

On that condition (realization of Peter, who is comparable with Satan), Peter and the
other Christian sects or churches are just the wolves in a sheep’s clothing, he wanted to unleash
in order to accomplish his revenge on the humankind. Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (fiend name:
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Jesus "Christ" ) knows that a fiend that is comparable to Satan must be head a sect of
insidiousness like his one!

That is why he was so keen on getting Peter succeeding him.
Hence, Christian sects or churches embodies the vengeance of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera
(Satan name: Jesus "Christ" ) and wants to wreak on human race. Hand on heart: Does
Satan, pardon, Jesus "Christ" succeed in doing so, does he? As he hunted all his fellow
swine (“disciples”) to death penalty, he wants to hunt entire humankind to death.
In order to proceed let us state that perjury, as a component of Christian „love“ is
no contrivance of Clement of Alexandria. Clemens of Alexandria at best would be a scapegoat
for the Christian barbaric sect by „arguing“ that way.
On the contrary: Clement of Alexandria advises his perfidious schmucks (fellow
Christian sinners) even to commit perjuries in order to veil the truth about Jesus "Christ" ,
because lie, deceit and in particular perjury are constituents of the Christian organized crime
and hence its understanding of "truth" and “truthfulness". This already evidently was
introduced into this sect by Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) in person,
the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners')’ dummy of “god”.
In face of those extraordinary skills of Jesus’ lies and deceits, it is very hard to find out
the truths, particularly because Jesus’ and the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant:
"innocent" sinners')’ habit to label lies as “truths” and vice versa. Correspondingly perfidious is
the Christian notion of “truth.”

E.g., "crucifixion" and "resurrection" are the worst felonies of Jesus that are never
outdone in history of humankind by any other felons: Misleading and instigating a stuntman to
be killed while lighting a torch for the
• most severe crimes,
• bestiality,
• outrages,
• stakes,
• torments,
• tortures,
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• murders of about 300 millions of individuals,
• genocide, other
• worst atrocities,
• barbarities and
• abomination

against humanity and human rights.

Whoever is surprised at the hypocrisy, mendacity, cruelty and brutality of
Christianly enslaved countries, especially at Christian colonialism? Those are “moral”
trendsetters in Christianly enslaved countries – I see, even those ones for “protection of lives” …

Atrocious history of Christianly enslaved countries is not to be
wondered… Christianly enslaved countries are not only “jailed” by hypocrisy and mendacity
but they are also obsessed with permanent carnival directed by this swine’s sect and its swine
of priests…
Already because of the trickeries about the execution of Jesus, Christian sects deserve to
be called sect of infamy and those Christian “martyrs” correspondingly deserve punishment.
One even can say that a murderers’ sect that already killed about 300 millions of human lives,
most ones in a cruel way past comprehension, forfeited the right to live wherever there are
laws that punish murderers by execution. There is no human right for killing and for killers but
for protection from those perfidious, insidious and infamous criminals, felons and killers!

The author of this treatise experienced himself how this heinous Christian sect in
Germany with about 300 millions of skeletons of murder in their closet desperately competed
with him in order to attain a position as protectors of life.
One never knows what “miracles” are used to occurring in a Christianly enslaved
country. Human race’s most (and cruelest) murderer even presumes to claim „prolife” protectors...! The more murders having committed, they more those mass-murderers claim
to represent “love”, “charity”, “humbleness”, “modesty” and “protection of lives” … You do
not know what perfidy and infamy means? Scrutinize Christian Mafia the
materialization (epitomization) of insidiousness, perfidy and infamy! There are still
disbelievers saying that the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) are
unable to work wonders… Oh, that stubborn hearts! Oh, this evil world...!
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Oh yes, those are the Christian buffoons!
And of course even this could not end without the swine priests’ gulling their trained
and brainwashed brutes – which are already very “renowned” for their abominations – into
crimes (infringement of laws) on willing and decent citizens. Because the Christian felons desire
to be regarded as “moral” whoppers, “saints” and even “holy fathers,” willing citizens have to
be defamed as that what the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) indeed
are: brutes!
It is impossible to repute murders and felons like the Christian sinners (Jesus: “the sick”)
as „moral“ ones without stigmatizing willing ones to be criminals. That is why the objection
of sometimes thoroughly willing ones is to reject that one should let believe liars and
deceivers everything by what they kid themselves. Possibly ancient Romans had fallen that
fallacy, otherwise this felonious sect never would had disseminated. One cannot call lies
“truths” without calling the truths “lies”. One cannot allow doing that because hence
one immediately is affected. Calling the sick “healthy” always compels to call the healthy to
be “sick.” There is no humanity as long as Christian hypocrites and/or felons rule…!
Already because of Jesus’ deception of his “crucifixion” and “resurrection” Christian
sect deserves to be called a swine’s sect or a schmucks of priests’ sect worshiping a schmuck as
its “god” – if not Satan. An individual that only has traces and/or relicts of decency never
would presume to perform and contribute to such an abomination! Unscrupulous felons only
can perpetrate this . Nobody is able to outdo Jesus "Christ" pertaining to depravity. Here, an
entire organization presumes to perform that fake!
•

Ugh, Christian swineherds!

•

Ugh and shame on this “god” of all swine, crocodiles and brutes in human shape!

•

Ugh and shame on each of those swine!

• Ugh and shame on Satan and his (Jesus) Christ, who has become worshiped as “god” in
that swine’s sect!
• Ugh and shame on the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) being
not only the scum of humankind but of all creatures!
•
!

Shame on everybody naming an accursed one by god (see: De 21:23) to be “god”!

6. Summary
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1.) Jesus takes the view that his infamous schmucks (Christian) are unable to endure important truths
and therefore have to be spared by them. Indirectly and inadvertently, Jesus thus admits lying, at least
by withholding.
2.) Jesus thinks that pertaining to deception nobody is a patch on him. Whoever dares to contradict?
3.) Paul frankly admits lying. Whoever says the truth is a fool. More over, Paul witnesses that from the
very outset the Christian sinners act according to the motto of every major organized crime: The end
justifies the means.
4.) Already the early Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) even were determined
to perpetrate felonies of perjury in order to save their lies and deceits. Only because the truths
were embarrassing, they faked authentic chronicles (Christians' cant: "gospels") to be non-authentic even
by perjury.
5.) Jesus already foresaw the crimes of perjury of his infamous schmucks and did not intervene against
them but accepted those crimes and even deliberately entrusted his (Christian) sect a fiend, he now and
then called Satan.
6.) Not all true things are to be said to all men.
7.) The truth is not true.
8.) There are „untrue truths“ and „true truths“.
9.) Lies label as „true truths“ within this sect. Jesus "Christ" himself has introduced lying as
Christian sinners’ lifestyle into his sect. It fell on fertile ground among those depraved ("sick")
ones within this swine's sect and thrived and is growing and ever will be fostered in it like a sprouting
grain of mustard. Jesus himself demonstrably approved that his infamous schmucks committed perjuries
and did not take actions against those despicable felonies, although he a) he foresaw them and b)
faked that “all authority on Earth and in heaven is given to him". The latter also means the possibility
of preventing his infamous schmucks’ crimes, in particular, Peter's felonies of perjury and his murders
(see: Ac 5:1-11).
Jesus or Christendo(o)m - that is lying in the very principle and from the very outset. By the way, that
is precisely the way the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) themselves
define Satan. Once more, Jesus and Satan coincide – according to the Christian
desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners')’ doctrines of their own. Satan is only the
psychological projection of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Satan name: Jesus "Christ" )
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Annotations:
[i] Clement of Alexandria (150 – 215) in a letter to one early Christian fellow swine
Theodore. Quoted from: The Secret Gospel of Mark: http://www.earlygospels.
net/translations/secret_mark.html Platte I, 09

[ii] Clemens of Alexandria quoted from: THE GNOSTIC SOCIETY
LIBRARY, Gnostic Scriptures and Fragments, The Secret Gospel of Mark
Last call: 06/14/2008 http://www.gnosis.org//library/secm.htm

[iii] Clement of Alexandria, http://www.earlygospels.net/translations/
secret_mark.html Plate .I, 10f,

[v] THE ACTS OF JOHN, From "The Apocryphal New Testament", M.R. JamesTranslation and Notes, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1924, Scanned and Edited by Joshua
Williams, Northwest Nazarene College, 1995, § 88, http://wesley.nnu.edu/
biblical_studies/noncanon/acts/actjohn.htm § 96

[vi] Clement of Alexandria, http://www.earlygospels.net/translations/secret_mark.
html Plate .II, 10 -12

[vii] See: “Evidence that neither Jesus nor Peter - except hypnosis and sorcery - could
not work only one miracle and therefore not the resurrection of their own” on: http://
www.geocities.com/trailofjesus/ew04.htm
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